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Speaking openly: The Kreissparkasse Böblingen is placing an even greater emphasis on
direct dialogue with customers. Lean processes create the framework that makes this possible.
Photo below: Michael Fritz, Deputy Board Member, and Carsten Claus, CEO (from left).

Savings banks

worth
every penny
It takes time to provide good customer service. To enable its staff to do
so, the Kreissparkasse Böblingen, a savings bank in the southern German
district of Böblingen, is breaking new ground. This regional financial
institute is optimizing the processes in its everyday operations. Its target
is to consult with every “customer with potential” at least once a year.
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The branch offices work in accordance
with the principles of shop floor
management. Team boards are used to
present information precisely and with
uniform standards.

ourselves where we generate investments, and where we have customer

employees as to the head branch offices. “The consultants tailored their

contact,” says Claus. “And the answer is: at our branch offices. So the

approach to us and our individual characteristics, which met with a posi-

challenge lay in tackling this issue.”

tive response,” says Fritz. For instance, they set up a standard definition
of how to talk with customers and how to handle financial consulting. To

Individual talks are worth every penny. They create trust and lay a foun-

make the exchange of information between the office directors and their

dation that enables the staff of the bank to get to know their custom-

staff members more efficient, they instituted team boards. “Team boards

ers and provide the best possible financial consulting. But individual

ensure that problems are quickly identified and taken care of, and that

service is expensive. “Customers are willing to pay for good consulting,

employees are informed of everything essential without being flooded
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with information,” says Tewes. Covering areas such as current indices,

Michael Fritz. To eliminate waste and to make itself more efficient for the

staff schedules, and office trend indicators, these boards present all in-

future, the Kreissparkasse Böblingen joined forces with Porsche Consult-
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ing. The consultants were charged with helping to optimize, standardize,
and streamline processes at the branch offices. “The aim was to have

The improvements have been well received by the employees and have
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prompted a sustainable change in awareness. As Claus notes, “One of-
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fice director recently told me that her workload initially increased. Nonetheless she’s completely committed, because the extra work now will

The project was launched at four pilot offices in October 2012 and was

pay off many times over in the future.” One of the principals even can-

extended to the other offices six months later. “The first major step was

celled a round of jogging with the CEO at short notice—because he had

to get the office directors on board, because our highly motivated em-

to prepare something for an upcoming CIP workshop. The bank employ-
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ees themselves are now leading workshops and passing on their knowl-

“shop floor management” at the Kreissparkasse. “All of the office direc-
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tors received basic training in lean management. They saw the principles

culture of the Kreissparkasse,” says Tewes. Are these lean processes

at work at a Porsche plant themselves and learned how to spot waste in

evident to the customers as well? “The key to success is the number

processes,” reports Dr. Matthias Tewes, Partner at Porsche Consulting.

of talks,” says Fritz with an eye to the sales figures. Today around 50

In order to introduce a continuous improvement process (CIP), the of-

day. “That’s a significant increase,” says Claus with satisfaction. This

percent of the consultants hold more than four talks with customers a
fice directors themselves helped to develop the standards. For these

lays a solid foundation—and the Kreissparkasse will continue to stand

standards had to be just as applicable to a small-town office with two

for individual consulting and personal service. f
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Consulting, developing, congratulating.
Good partners always enjoy meeting eye to eye.
Porsche Engineering congratulates Porsche Consulting on its 20th anniversary.

